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Abstract

We consider the inverse dynamics problem for robot

arms with, flezible lids, i.e., the computation of the

input torque that allows exact tracking of a trajec -

tor~y definedfor the manipulator end-e flector. A sta-

ble inversion controller is derived numerically, based

on the computation of bounded link deformations and,
from these, of the? equiredfe edforwardtorque associ-

ated with, the desired tip motion, For a gerteral class
of multi-link jle.zible manipulators, three alternative

computational algorithms are presented, all dejined on

the second-order robot dynamic equations, Trajectory

tracking is obtained by addinq a (partial) state feed-
back, within a r/orllirlearregT~latior~ approach. Experi-

rr]eT/talres?llt,s are reported forthe FLEXARMroboi.

1 Introduction

hfode]ingrobot manipldatorsa srigidm cchanicalsys-
terns is an idealization that becomes Imrealistic when

lligllerpt~rfornla~lcc: isrequestcd. Tasks involving fast
motion and/or harfl contact, with thcenvironmcmt are
expected to induce dcfkxiions in the robot i:ompo-
nents, exciting an oscillatory behavior.

A source of vibration in robot manipulators is
linkfleaibiiit?y, introduced by a long reach and slen-
df.w/lightiweight construction of the arm [1]. In order

to l)e at)le to counteract the negative effects of fiexit)il-

ity, advancedrohot (lolltrol svstenlss llollldb e(lf>sigrled
on the basis of a more complete ciynamic model (see,
e.g., [2]).

I1lrobotic systerrls w~itllrrllrltiplc flcxilJlelirlks, out-
put trajectories are typically defined at the level of
manipldator t,ip, i.e., tx:yond the structural flexibil-

ity. Standard tools for solving trajectory tracking
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problems in nonlinear systems , such as fecxlhack lin-
earization, input-output, decollpling, or inversion cOn-

trol (see, e.g., [3]), arf’llot s(lfficiellt irltl]iscM[:. In
fact, tll(:rrlappillg l)et\v()cll tllf'joirltt orqll(;i1lpllt and
the en(l-efktor position outpllt in rot)ots with flexit)le
links is associated with an lmstable zero dynamics [4],
the nonlinearequivakmt of lloll-lrlillilrllllrl phase zeros
in alincar setting. Therefore, a straightforward ap-

plication of inversion-txrwxt control would lead to a
theoretically unbounded increase of the internal arm
deformation and, in practice, to control saturation.

In this paper, headdress theproblemo freproduc-
tion of end-cffector trajectories, with internal stJatJil-
ity, using model-tmsed state feedback control, Differ-
ent approaches have alreadv lx:en presented in order
to keep the internal arm deformation limited, while
tra(’king the desired tip ]notion of Inulti-link manipll-
lators: inversion irltjllc freqllc:llcy [lonlaill [5, 6], itera-
tive learning control [7, 8], nonlinear re~ldat,ion [9, 10],
or a combination of these. We recognize here that the
kcy common feature is the con}plltation of bounded
link deformations (with associat,e(i joint trajectories)
allowing the desired motion of the manipldator tip.

After reviewing the lm+i(: modeling assumptions
in sect. 2, we present in sect. 3 a unified frame-
work for three alternative nluner-ical solutions to the
cnd-effecter trajectory tracking problem. In sect. 4

we report experimental resldts obtained with the

FLEXARM rokrot, a prototype two-link planar ma-
nipldator with aflcxible forearm [11].

2 Dynamic Modeling

Consider an open kinematic chain structlu-e, with a

fixed base and IV moving flexible links, interconnected
by AT rotational joints. As usual, the use of approxi-

mate finite-dimensional models is preferred for multi-

link flexible manipulators. Iu the followin~, some as-



surnptions are made:

Assumption 1 Link deformations are small, so that

only linear elastic efle~ts are present.

Assumption 2 For each, link, flexibility i,s limited to

the plane of nominal rigid motion, i. e., to the plane
normal to the pr”eceedin,g joint axis.

While Assunlptiou 1 is standard, Assumption 2 is
introduced for simplifying the control task. It implies
that each link can only bencl in one lateral dirwction,
being stiff with respect to axial forces and to torsion.
In view of this, the bending deformation w~(ri, t) at a

g’encric point Ii E [0, /,] along the it h link of length /7
is modeled, Ilsing separation in time and space, as

where the N.i spatial components @ij(x;) are assumed

modes of deformation satisfying geometric and/or dy-
namic boundary conditions, while fi~7(t) are the asso-
ciated gcnw-alized coordinates.

Let 0 E IRN be tho vector of joint angular positions,
and 6 G 12N” the vector of link deformations, where
Ne = ~~~1 N,i. The arm kinematics and its kinetic
and potential euergy can be described in terms of 0, 6,
and their first derivatives. The Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions provide the dynamic model of an N-link flexible
manipulator in the form of N + Ne seeond-order dif-

ferential eqllations.
For the ease of presentation, we negkt gravity ef-

fects an(i introdlwe a further assumption:

Assumption 3 The total kinetic energy of the system
is evaluated in Lh,eundeformed configu~ation 6 = O.

The following dynamic model for control design is
then obtained (see, e.g., [2] for dct ails):

The positiw-definite symmetric inertia matrix B is
partitioned in l)locks according to the rigid and flex-
ible components, c is the vector of Coriolis and cen-
trifugal forces, K > 0 and D ~ () are diagonal ma-
trices, of dimensions Ne x Nc, repr-esrmt ing the arm
modal stiffness and damping, while -T is the torque
at the joints. PJotje that no input torque appears in
the right-hand side of the last Ne equations (2), be-
cause link deformations in eq. (1) are described in the
800
reference frames clamped at, each link base. By As-
sumption 3, the inertia matrix B, and thus also the

Coriolis and centrifugal terms c, are indepcnderrt of J,
while the velocit,y terms cb lose the qlladratic depen-
dence on J, In addition, being Ba6 a constant, COloses
also the qlradratic dependence on $.

Since our objective is the tracki~lg of an eud-effcx:tor
trajcetory, we conveniently ddine as system output

‘y= f)+@efi, (3)

where the constant N x Ne matrix @e is defined M

The olltput yi is a linear approximation of the angle
pointing from the ith link base to its cud. Accordillg
to Assumption 2, the direct kinematics of the flexible

manipulator, i.e., the position of the arm tip, can be
written in terms of the components of y.

We finall,y point olrt that the model structure (2)
holds for aq~ finite-dimensional approximation of dis-
tributed flexibility. Moreoverj in the presence of uni-
form mass distribution for each link, any dynamic
model of the form (2) retairls the same relevant con-
trol feature, namely the zero dynamics associated with
out put, (3) is always unstable (see, however, [12]).

3 Stable Inversion Control

Inversion control is effective for tracking joint trajec-
tories of a flexible link rnanipldator (i.e., with y = O in
place of eq. (3)), because the zero dynamics is stable
in this case [13]. The direct extension of an inversion
control law to the tip output (3) leads to closed-loop
instabilities, due to inadmissil)le femlt)ack cancellation
effects.

Frequency domain inversion has been proposed
in [5, 6] as one of the first solutions to this insta-
bility problem, By working in the Folu-ier domain,
this method defines the reqllired open-loop control
torque in one step (for a linear rrlodcl of one-link f’rex-
ible arms) or in fcw itcratious (in multi-link marlip-
ulators). Learning control has been applied in [7, 8]

for iteratively building the input torqlre over repeated
trials on the same desired output trajcctor,v. Both
approaches generate a rlw-(alrsal input command: a
non-zero torque is applied irl time before the actual
start of the output trajectory. This preloading effect

brings the flexible manipldator in the proper initial
state that enables reproduction of the desired trajec-

tory, while preserving an overall bouuded link dcfor-
matiou. Nonlinear regulation has hem used irl [9, 10]:



asymptotic ontpllt tracking is obtained by closing a
stabilizing state feedback around a compllted refer-
ence state trajectory. Finally, separation of stable and
unstal)le zero dynamics and non-causal operation are
the main featlurs of the stable i7/IMmior), approach pro-
posed in [14, 15].

All t,hc above mcthocls share a cornrnon idea: in or-
der to exactl}~ rx!produce an cnd-effecter trajcctor-y, the
links of a flexible manipulator should uudcrgo a spe-
cific olltput-relatecf holmded deformation history. Any

atterrlpt to (’onl,rol the arm deformation in a different
way, e.g., trying to rcducc as milch as possible link

def&lation like in vibration damping control [4], de-

stroy’s exact, tracking and may indllrc closed-loop in-

stal)ility,

Let ?)d(t) be a d(:Sire(] Sruoot h reference trajectory

for the tip, defined in a finite interval (0, T]. Using

eq, (3), we can eliminate f) and j from the last IVe

equations in (2), obtaining

B66($ + D; + K6 + D&(?/ - Q,(5) (jj – @c~)

+ c6(l/ – 0,6, j – 0,8) = O, (5)

which is a (lynilmi(; constraint to be always satisfh!d
b,v tip motion and link deformations. Plugging the cle-
sirc(i evolution ?~d(t) in eq. (~) giv(~s a set of nodin(!ar

differential eqllaticms for the only unknown function

b(t). Suppose that a bound(}d sduti~n Ad(t) (an b(~

found (topf>ther with its first and second time deriva-

tives). We (an Ilse then the first IV equations in (2)

for defining the nominal iupllt t,orqlle

rd = &(@d)& + &’6(@d)& + (’@(6&& &), (6)

where

~d(f) = ?j~(t) – @efid(t) (7)

is the required joint motion. As a result, the main bot-
tleneck is the cornplltation of a bounded solution 6d (t)

to eq. (5) (evallmted at ?J = ?jd(t)). 1x1the following,
we present three altcrnatjivc numerical methods.

3.1 Method 1: Approximate nonlinear
regulation

In nonlinear olltput regulation [3], the control law

is formed by two contrihlltions: a fecdforward term

driving the s,ystcm output along its desired evolution,

and a state feedback tm-nl necessary to stabilize the

closed-loop (i.yllarnics aroluld the reference state tra-

iector-v. For a ilexihle link manipulator, the fecdfor-

“&ard ‘term is given l)y (’q. (6),
d(]fornlation r$d(t) is part of the
tory to be complltml.

while the desired link
reference stat e t ra,j ec-
801
The output referen(’e trajectory should l)e gener-
ated by an exos,ysteru with State (l(HIOk~ by Yd. Each
coxnponcnt of the refmence state traje(,tory will he
spccifid as a nonlinear flmction of the exosystem state
Yd. For a flexible nlanipldator it is thell sufficient to
d(;termiuf? 6d = ~(yd) and f$d= (th/dYd) Yd.

In part, i(;ll]ar, the vector fim(tiou ~(yd) sho~d(l sat-
isfy eq. (5), cvalllatd along the referxm:e olltpllt evo-
lution:

&$ii(Yd) + ~ti(yd) + ~{~(yd) (8)

+ Bfi(?)d - @, fl(Yd))(jjd - @eti(Yd))

+ ~$(?ld – @.~(Yd), jd – @eti(Yd)) = ().

An approxiruate solution fi(yd) to eq. (8) can be ob-
tained t)y a munerical approach, as in many pra(:tical
nonlinear regulation problenls [16]. If we use a class
of lmsis apprwxirrlating flmctions that are bwmded in
their ar~urrlents, fi(yd) will n(~(essaril~ be a boudd .
function over t irne as hl~ as the t raj~(”tor~ ~jd(t) ad
its derivatives am bounded.

In [9], a polynomial function of Yd has becu usd as
~(yd). The nonlinear terms in cq. (8) arc expanded in
Taylor series and the constant coefficients in ;(Yd) arc
dd,errnincd through the polynomial identity principle.

Chnplltatjioual savings are obtained via a recursive
procedure, solving eq. (8) for iucreasiug expausion or-
ders until the final desired precision is ohtaimd.

As noted in [15], this approach does not allow the
IHC of noncallsal inpllts. Therefore, althotlgh the conl-
pllted link deformation 6d(f ) = ;(Yd(t) ) may be differ-
ent from zero at tirnc t = (), there is no way to pmload
the manipulator to slr(”h a value.

3.2 Method 2: Iterative
frequency domain

For linear rlo~l-r~lillirrl~lrll phase

inversion in the

mechanical systems,

a stjal)le inversion algorithm in the frequency domain
has been introdllccd in [5], by regarding both the
inpllt ~(t) and th~ outpllt ?/d(t) as periodic f\ul(’-
tions. Provided that the involved signals are Follrier-
transforrnable, all quantities will autornaticall,y Iw

txnmded over time.

An (!xtended interval of definition is considered

for the outpllt reference trajectory, namely with t =
[–A, T + L], where A gives euollgh time to preload
and dischrwqe the internal deforrnaticm in the flexible
manipulator} withollt motion of its eud-cfhxtor. In-
deed, we have: ~)d(t) = ?jd(()), for t E [–A , 0] , and
~d(t) = ?/d(T), for t ~ [T, T+ A].



When the system is nonlinear the inversion algo-
rithm is applied repeatedly, using sllccessivc linear ap-
proximations of the whole flexible manipulator eq\la-
tions around the nominal trajectory [6, 17].

TIN, same idea can be IIsed in a simpler fashion,
namely l)v iterating the linearization process only on

the flexible dyuamics. For, expand the iuertial term
B& (.) arolmd a joint configllrat ion ~, e.g., the final
one, as

%(?/ – (D,(5) = B~6(P) + D;J(?) – Oec$,iq (9)

and rewrite eq. (5) as

..
Dfi + Dti +- K15 + ~(?j, ?), jj, b, ~, ;,Q) = (I, (lo)

with D = B6F –- B~$(~)@,, allcl

f = @’6(?/ – @efi)j – B~(?) – 0.6>F)OJ

+(’6(?/ – 0.6,?) – @ei). (11)

We CoInpute a boun(icxi link &forrnat ion 6d (t) as-

soCiate(~ with the eIl(l-effe(:t~r nl~tioIl ~d(t) by the fOl-

lowing algoritlnn:

1. (XOOSC an initial 6(0) (t), with first and second time

(Ierivativcs, over tile time interval [–A, T+ A], Typ-
ically, fi(o)(t) - (). Set k = ().

2. Using eq. (11), define the forcing term

~(k) (t)=~(?/d(t), ?)d(t), jjd(t), f$(k) (t), f$(k)(t), ~(k)(t), ~),

3.

(12)
and find a lmul(le(i soll]tion i(t) of

G8 + D; + K(5 + f(k)(t) = () (13)

using the FFT method as in [5]. Denote the solution
as fi(k+l)(t), Minecl for t E [—A, T + A].

If I[fi(k+l)(t) – tall S E6 for all t E [–L3, T+ A],

set fid(t) = fi(k+l)(t) and stop. Else, set k = k + 1

and go to step 2.

3.3 Method 3: Iterative learning in the
time domain

Robot learning control allows to acquire from experi-
ments (or from sirnldations cm an accurate dynamic
model) the input torque needed for reproducing a
desired o~ltput trajectory [18]. The trajectory is re-
peated several times and, at the end of each trial, the
tracking error is llsed for updating the command to be

applied at the next iteration. This method is well es-
tal)lishe(l for rigid rol)ots, with simple PD-like updates

of tbe inpllt command.
80
h the presence of link flexibility, additional filtering
of high-freqlwncy signal (components is needed to guar-

antee convergence. Sin(c the tracking error process-
ing is perfornd off-line, noncallsal filtering is allowed
(i.e., we can ,~pdate the command at a given instant
using also error samples at later instants of tjhc previ-
011s trial), as well as anticipated shifting of signals in
time. Iu this way-, we can learn the input torqlle to lw

applied for t~ [—A, T + A], men outside the interval
of actual definition of the mltput trajectory [7].

A similar approach is proposed here for the nunler-
ical solution of eq, (5). Again, we limit the learning
process to the flexible dynamics. Instead of Ilsing the
tracking error, ciefine a ~efor?nation torque error as

~ = ~$bi + Dti + Kfi + B&(~)d – @efi) (id – @,;
)

+ [’fi(!j~– @,h, ?jd – @e~), (14)

namely the left-hand side of eq. (5), evalllated on the
desired output trajectory ?Jd, Indeed, an admissible
liuk deformation history ti(t) satisfies

.
C(J, 6, 6, t) = (), W= [–A, T+ A]. (15)

According to the iterative learning paradigm, wc com-
pute the link deformation Ad(t) associated with the
end-cffector motion ?)~(t) hy the following algorithm:

1.

2.

3.

Choose an initial 6(0)(t), with first and se(ond time
derivatives, over the time interval [– A, T+ A]. Typ-
ically, d(o) (t)= 0.Set k = O.

Using eq. (14), define

e(k)(t) = e(fi(k) (t), j(k)(t), j(k)(t), t). (16)

If

lle(~)(t)l[ < ~e, W E [–A, T+ A], (17)

set, fid(t) = J(k) (t) and stop. Else, process the error
e[~) (t) l)Y fillite-irnPlllse response (FIR) filters M

in [7], ok)taining a filtered version e~)(t) an(l its
(~) f)

(~erivativ~’ ef (

Update l)y the following PD-like learning rule

~(~+l)(t) = J(k)(t) – K~p e!)(t) – KLD ~~)(t),

(18)

with sufficiently small learuing gains KLP > () and

KL~ > (). Set k = k + 1 and go to step 2.
2
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Figure 1: The FLEX ARM

3.4 Final remarks

Although a t:omplete convergence analysis is lack-
ing for Methods 2 and 3, their success is supposed
to depend on the strong lmderl,ving linear structllre
of eqllat,ion (13) and definition (14), respectively.

In partic~dar, the dependence cm ~(t) h the forc-
ing term ~(k) of eq. (13), in view of Asslmlptirm 1,
is a small perturllation affecting the reference ollt-
plltl trajcx;tory y~ (t). Similarly, the nonlinear tirnc-
varying part in e(b) is mainly dlle to ?)~(t) and thlls,
being repetitive in nature, is well handled by the
learning process. Moreover , the update (18) can be
seen as a stjep of the gradient method for solving
eq. (15).

111all methods, the evalllat ion of ad (t) and id(t) at
time t = (),together with the use of eq. (7) for the

rolmt joint angles, provides the correct initial state
prodll(:ing a bomld(!d evolution for the lil~k defor-

mation. If the flexible manipulator starts in this de-
formed state, llse of eq. (6) yields exact tracking of
the en(l-effertor trajectory.

If the initial state is not, 011 its complltcd reference
trajectory, a stal)ilizing term should be added in

order to drive the state towards this solutio]l, and
ouly asymptotic outpllt tracking can be guaranteed.

This can lx} accomplished at least locally using

a lirlear statr feedback rcgldator, characterized by
a matrix F,

with ~d ,g’iv(?Ilby e~. (6). orle ~a~iah llse a simpk~r
stabilizing matrix F in eq. (19), as in the partial
803
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,state fe~!dback controller

with positive definite (cliagorlal) matrices FP ad
FD [4]. Note that control (19) (or (20)) can be
applied over the whole interval [–A, T+ A], vieldi~lg

a more rot~llst version of a nowcausal trajectory
regulator.

4 Experimental Results

We report here some cxpcrirnental results ot~tained for
the end-cffector trajrxtor-y tracking of FLEXARM, a
two-link plarlar manipulator with a flexible forearrrl
and direct-drive DC motors available at the Robotics
Laboratory of DIS (see Fig. 1). The dyrlarnic rrlo(lcl
of the arm (an l)e found ill [11], where two nlodes are
used for descril)iug the forearrrl bendirlg in the horizcm

tal plane of motiorl. The esserltial data are as follows:



the length of the first rigict link ancl of the flexible fore-

arm are, respectively, /1 = ().3 rn an(l /2 = 0.7 m; the
forearm weight. is 1.8 kg and its first two cigcnfrequen-
cies are at 4.7 and 14.4 Hz.

Since the first link is ri~id, the olltput vector is
(Mined as (see oq. (3))

[

$1

?) = 65 + Q521(?2)fi21/f2 + @22(~2)fi22/~2 1
. (21)

The reference trajectory is a 7th-order polynomial
with zero initial and final velocity, acceleration, and
jerk for both output components. The first outpllt
(joint 1) moves 45°, while the second output (tip of
flexible forearm) moves 900 in T = 2 s.

The control law is given hy eq. (20) with FPI = 100,

FP2 = 130, FDI = 6, and FD2 = 8. Method 3
was used for the computation of link deformation,
extending learning over 3 s (A = ().5 s). Ccmver-
gcnce of the deformation torqlle error with tolerance

~e = 10-6 Nmin cq. (17) is reached within 30 itera-
tions on the nolniual model

Figure 2 shows the desired and actual trajectory

for the two olltp{lts, with maximum errors of about

().8° and 1° respectively (SW’Fig. 3). The applied joint
torques are given in Fig. 4. The small offset vallles
are due to nois(! and to some residual gravit,y effects
caused h,v imperfect balancing of the structure.

In Fig. 5, the compllted velocity profiles of

the two joints, ~~~ and ~dQ fronl eq. (7), and of
the anglllar defcmnation at t hc tip, liJ2(?2 ) /PZJ=

(421 (~2)&,21 +@22(f2)8d,22)/?2, are (OnlparecI with the

a(tllal OM!S. Similarly, the computmt and the nlea-
sluxxl forearm deformation at the tip are reported in

Fig. 6. The differences coIne from the inaccuracy
of the model Ilsed for control computations. Before
t = ().5 s and after t = 2.5 s, the preloadiug and dis-
charging (!ffects can be appreciated.

5 Conclusions

The problem of designing controllers that make use
of stable model inversion has been considered. Three
numerical methods based on approximate nonlinear
re.qdation, freqllency domain learning, and time do-
main learning can bc defectively llsed tmcn to (oulputc
the bounded d(!formation history of a flexible arm nla-
nipulator whose tip trajectory has been assigned. The
last two methods arc at)le to generate the non-causal
nolninal inpllt torqlle reqllircd to preload the flexible
link to the proper initial state that enat)les reprodllc

tion of the desired trajectory. The experimental rc-
804
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suits show the good level of tracking accuracy that
can he obtained in practice.
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